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                     Released in the summer of 2020, the album Phenomena by ESP Project was
one of the most charming musical surprises of this sinister year 1 of the COVID pandemic,
my personal top 15 annual could attest. I’m interested in everything Tony Lowe does and it
was with great pleasure and without effort that I jumped on Isotope, the album that the
duo Peter Coyle -Tony Lowe released last year under the name 22 Layers. Isotope once
again highlighted the many talents of Tony Lowe, an inspired musician, exceptional sound
director and composer of haunting melodies. But without adding the few musical
developments and other good structural surprises that make it possible to position ESP
Project in the progressive category, which certainly explains why the two acolytes
preferred not to release their record under this name. 

          Anarchic Curves is the new association Lowe/ Coyle, this time under the banner of
ESP Project, thus auguring a more progressive approach. This is clearly confirmed,
without delay, by "Luminous" (6:23), an ode to the prog masters of the seventies in which
famous names such as King Crimson or Tangerine Dream are mentioned, as well as titles
from reference albums (Supper’s Ready, Close To the Edge, etc.). The first part of the song
unfolds a silky Barclay James Harvest melody when the second, more dynamic,
accelerates the tempo to the point of vaguely evoking the Duke album by Genesis. “Still
Lives of John Lennon” (9:11), is not fundamentally different, and resumes the construction
of “Luminous”, a melodic line close to nonchalance, interspersed with one or two more
nervous instrumental bridges, with keyboards and harmonies close to the Tony Banks of
the early 80s.

The rest of the record is in keeping, on the same tone, overflowing with tenderly
captivating melodies, and quietly inventive guitar solos, bathing in a mellow atmosphere
between 10CC and BJH, sometimes shaken by some unexpected accelerations (the
nervous «Shoreless») and a very involved rhythm (the voluble bass of Pete Clark,
somewhat funky, and the subtle drums of Dave Etheridge) that sometimes prevent the
listener from leaning towards a beneficial torpor. The voice of Peter Coyle, the ex-singer of
The Lotus Eater (a pop band that had its moment of glory in 1983 with the hit «The First
Picture of You», as everyone knows) remembers our good memories but does not always
manage to make forget the beautiful and powerful, Damien Child, the exceptional singer
who officiated on the previous albums of ESP Project

            The album ends in style with «Entangled Stories» (9:05), the longest track on the
record and probably one of the most progressive ever composed by Tony Lowe. After a
mysterious and moving electro introduction, the next part takes us in a musical whirlwind
as at the best moments of the Genesis of the years 76-80, before moving more slowly on a
melodic pearl of incomparable purity, then on an exhilarating instrumental conclusion that
rises to the height of the best progressive moments of Phenomena. 

             Closer to Fish On Friday than to Lifesigns, ESP Project puts with Anarchic
Curves once again in the spotlight and taste of the day an elegant and romantic
symphonic prog, indispensable for any fan of Barclay James Harvest or the sweetest Tony
Banks. As for the most demanding prog fans, they will enjoy the few unbridled escapes
that dot the record and its conclusion of beauty.      


